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Abstract: Prior studies have reported the potent and selective cytotoxic, pro-apoptotic, and chemopre-
ventive activities of a cyclic selenoanhydride and of a series of selenoesters. Some of these selenium
derivatives demonstrated multidrug resistance (MDR)-reversing activity in different resistant cancer
cell lines. Thus, the aim of this study was to evaluate the pharmaceutical and safety profiles of these
selected selenocompounds using alternative methods in silico and in vitro. One of the main tasks
of this work was to determine both the physicochemical properties and metabolic stability of these
selenoesters. The obtained results proved that these tested selenocompounds could become potential
candidates for novel and safe anticancer drugs with good ADMET parameters. The most favorable
selenocompounds turned out to be the phthalic selenoanhydride (EDA-A6), two ketone-containing
selenoesters with a 4-chlorophenyl moiety (EDA-71 and EDA-73), and a symmetrical selenodiester
with a pyridine ring and two selenium atoms (EDA-119).

Keywords: selenoesters; ADMET; anticancer activity; pharmaceutical profile; PAMPA; metabolic
stability; Ames test

1. Introduction

Despite of being poisonous at high doses, selenium is an essential trace element for
living organisms [1]: it is involved in major metabolic pathways and crucial physiological
functions, such as antioxidant defense and membrane stabilizing activity. Selenium plays a
redox gatekeeper role in the detoxification and chemopreventive pathways in the human
body [1,2]. Additionally, it can act as a free radical scavenger, antitumor, and antiaging
agent [3]. Moreover, selenium is a micronutrient with potential applications in the treat-
ment or prevention of specific diseases, including cardiovascular disorders, thyroid and
neurodegenerative diseases, depression, acute pancreatitis (AP), viral infections (such as
HIV), and cancer [4,5]. In all these pharmaceutical applications, the gap between toxic and
therapeutic doses is narrow [6]. Furthermore, the most evident biological effect of selenium
is the enhancement of the immune response, its antiviral activity, the regulation of thyroid
hormones, and the prevention of coronary diseases [3,7]. Although selenium is beneficial
at low concentrations, an excess of it can be toxic [8,9] and lead to severe disorders, such as
selenosis in the most acute cases [1]. Regarding its deficiency, low serum selenium levels
are linked to a higher risk of developing several cancer types, especially prostate, lung,
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and colorectal cancers [10]. For instance, a recent case-control study demonstrated a linear
correlation between low selenium level and lung and laryngeal cancers, revealing that
selenium levels below 60 µg/L were associated with a higher risk of developing lung or
laryngeal cancer [11].

Several in vitro and in vivo experimental models have demonstrated the anticancer
efficacy of selenocompounds (Se compounds), and several works have reviewed different
selenium-containing derivatives with potential applications in cancer prevention or treat-
ment [12–16]. Se compounds possess the ability to alter redox homeostasis and interfere
with the cell signaling in cancer cells. One of these effects is the alteration of key regulatory
elements of crucial cellular pathways, like the checkpoints of cell cycle, thus affecting
the differentiation, proliferation, senescence, and cell death pathways [12]. Antioxidant
and anti-inflammatory effects have also been observed. These functions are related to the
antioxidant and pro-oxidant properties of Se compounds, which can oxidize sulfhydryl
groups, alter the cellular thiolstat, cause DNA damage, and produce reactive oxygen species
(ROS) [5,8,17].

Previous works of our group revealed that phthalic selenoanhydride and certain
selenoesters showed a significant antiproliferative and/or cytotoxic activity, even at the
nanomolar scale, against several cancer cells such as MCF-7 (breast cancer), HT-27 (colon
cancer), A-549 (lung cancer), and PC-3 (prostate cancer), which are the most active ones;
they were found to be significantly stronger than the reference compounds etoposide
and cisplatin, which are widely used in cancer therapy [18]. Additionally, these tested
Se compounds possess dual anticancer and chemopreventive activity [18]. The proposed
mechanism of action underlying the activity of these Se compounds is the controlled hy-
drolysis of the selenoester or the selenoanhydride functionality [18,19]. This hydrolysis
enables the release of selenium-containing anions or of reactive selenium species (RSeS)
into the cellular environment. Therefore, these RSeS are ready to be involved in intracel-
lular redox reactions, mainly with thiols, ROS, and free radicals. Accordingly, phthalic
selenoanhydride can interact with glutathione and hydrogen sulfide, scavenge free radicals
such as superoxide (O2

−) and ˙cPTIO (2-(4-carboxyphenyl)-4,4,5,5-tetramethylimidazoline-
1-oxyl-3-oxide), and cleave pDNA. Interestingly, the sulfur or oxygen isosteres of phthalic
selenoanhydride do not show these activities on their own, highlighting the role exerted by
the selenium atom in these experimental activities [20].

Due to these promising activities, selenoanhydride and the most active selenoesters
have been studied more in-depth, and it has been found that they have antibacterial activity
against Staphylococcus aureus and Chlamydia trachomatis [21], as well as antiviral activity
against herpes virus [22]. They were found to be able to inhibit bacterial biofilm forma-
tion [22] and the bacterial efflux pumps involved in bacterial resistance to antibiotics [21].
Similarly, these Se compounds inhibited the ABCB1 efflux pump, commonly involved in
the resistance developed by multidrug-resistant cancer cells towards chemotherapy [19].
These results suggested that this phthalic selenoanhydride and these selenoesters are very
promising scaffolds in medicinal chemistry, the pharmaceutical profile and safety of which
are discussed in this paper.

Pharmaceutical research is not limited to the search for novel active compounds. They
also have to be safe and have an appropriate pharmaceutical profile. Hence, the estimation
of pharmaceutical profile evaluation (ADME: Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, Excre-
tion) in tandem with safety studies (Tox, toxicity) is an essential part of the first steps of the
search for potential drug candidates and of preclinical research. Summing up, the critical
properties in drug discovery, which describes the ability of a compound to be an ideal drug
candidate, are interesting biological activity; adequate absorption, distribution, metabolism,
and elimination capabilities; and a low toxicity [23,24]. In fact, the physicochemical prop-
erties of any novel potential drug candidate should be characterized. These properties
include solubility, lipophilicity, and chemical stability in acidic and alkaline environments
or buffers used in biological assays [25].
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Here, we explore the key ADMETox parameters for the 15 most promising selenoesters
and selenoanhydrides (Figure 1), according to the biological activities assessed in previous
works [18–22].
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Figure 1. Tested selenocompounds with significant anticancer activity.

The selected in vitro assays cover fundamental physicochemical and biochemical
properties of a drug candidate, such as solubility, cell membrane permeability (transporter
effects), chemical and metabolic stability (specifically in the evaluation in human liver
microsomes—HLMs), safety, and toxicology. These tests are essential screening elements
during the drug discovery process focused on the search for new anticancer agents [26].
These assays are schematically presented in Figure 2.
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The safety and pharmaceutical profiles of the tested Se compounds were estimated
using alternative methods in vitro. One of the main tasks of this work was to determine
selected physicochemical properties that affect the “druglikeness” of the tested Se com-
pounds. These selected properties are the aqueous solubility, chemical stability in acidic
and in alkaline solutions, and cell membrane permeability (determined with a PAMPA test).
The metabolic stability of selected compounds was also determined using in vitro and in
silico methods. The safety of the compounds was evaluated with the Ames test, following
a protocol adapted to microplates that used the Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium
(onwards Salmonella Typhimurium) TA 100 strain.

This TA100 strain was selected due to its specificity and sensitivity for a wide range of
mutagens. The TA100 strain is characterized by the base pair substitution hisG46 mutation,
which targets GGG [27,28]. The Salmonella Typhimurium TA100 strain has a base-pair sub-
stitution that can be reverted by mutations at GC pairs. In addition, it contains mutations
at the uvrB-bio and rfa genes. Thanks to these mutations, the excision repair mechanisms
are deactivated and the bacteria become more permeable to chemicals, respectively. Lastly,
TA100 also includes the pKM101 plasmid, which is used to enhance both chemical and
UV-induced mutagenesis and to increases the error-prone recombinational DNA repair
pathway [29–31]. This strain of Salmonella Typhimurium is not able to produce histidine.
Through mutagenic events, this can be reversed by means of reverse mutations, thus allow-
ing for reverted bacteria to grow in histidine-deficient media and enabling the synthesis of
histidine from the glucose present in the growth medium [32].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Tested Organic Selenocompounds

The synthesis of the 15 selenocompounds evaluated in this work was previously re-
ported [18]. All Se compounds were resynthesized and obtained with a high enough purity
for their biological screening, i.e., their purity (assessed using microanalysis) was higher
than 95%. Out of these 15 seleno-organic compounds (Figure 1), one was cyclic selenoanhy-
dride benzo[c]selenophene-1,3-dione (EDA-A6, phthalic selenoanhydride), and the 14 re-
maining derivatives were selenoesters: methyl 2-((3,4,5-trimethoxybenzoyl)selanyl)acetate
(EDA-26), methyl 2-((2-chlorobenzoyl)selanyl)acetate (EDA-46), methyl 2-(benzoylselanyl)
acetate (EDA-53), methyl 2-((2-phenylacetyl)selanyl)acetate (EDA-56), methyl 2-((3,5-
dimethoxybenzoyl)selanyl)acetate (EDA-58), Se-(2-oxopropyl) 4-chlorobenzoselenoate (EDA-
71), Se-(3,3-dimethyl-2-oxobutyl) 4-chlorobenzoselenoate (EDA-73), Se-(3,3-dimethyl-2-
oxobutyl) 3,5-dimethoxybenzoselenoate (EDA-74), phenyl 2-(benzoylselanyl)acetate (EDA-
93), Se,Se-dimethyl benzene-1,4-bis(carboselenoate) (EDA-109), Se-carbamoylmethyl ben-
zoselenoate (EDA-117), Se,Se-dimethyl pyridine-2,6-bis(carboselenoate) (EDA-119), Se,Se-
dimethyl benzene-1,3-bis(carboselenoate) (EDA-120), and Se,Se-dimethyl thiophene-2,5-
bis(carboselenoate) (EDA-122) [18].

2.2. Reagents and Equipment

The complete list of the reagents and the equipment used in this work is shown in the
Supplementary Materials.

2.3. Determination of the Aqueous Solubility

The solubility of all tested Se compounds was evaluated by means of in silico and
in vitro methods. The solubility determination using in silico methods was performed with
the following three computer programs: Chemicalize (https://chemicalize.com) [33], Swis-
sADME (http://www.swissadme.ch) [34], and OSIRIS (http://www.organic-chemistry.
org/prog/peo) [35].

Experimental aqueous solubility was determined following a previously described
procedure [36,37]. Briefly, calibration curves were obtained by means of UV spectrometry
for each compound, and their respective linear equations were obtained. Afterwards,
saturated solutions of each compound were obtained, and they were diluted until the

https://chemicalize.com
http://www.swissadme.ch
http://www.organic-chemistry.org/prog/peo
http://www.organic-chemistry.org/prog/peo
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concentration fell within the calibration range, thus enabling the correct concentration inter-
polation. The multiplication by the dilution factor allowed us to determine the compounds’
solubility as the average of three independent experiments. A detailed description of this
process can be found in Supplementary Materials.

2.4. Chemical Stability in the Acidic and Alkaline Environments

The chemical stability of the new organic selenocompounds was evaluated in two
different environments (acidic and alkaline). Firstly, tested selenocompounds were dis-
solved in pure anhydrous methanol to obtain a stock solution with a concentration of
2 mg/mL. Then, the solution was divided into two equal parts. A 10% solution of HCl
was added in 1:1 proportion to the first part, and a 10% solution of NaOH was added to
the second part in the same 1:1 proportion. Then, the stability of the tested Se compounds,
either in the acidic or in the basic conditions, was TLC-monitored at specific time periods:
10 min and 1, 2, 3, 24, and 48 h. The following eluents were used: (i) methylene chloride
for EDA-26, EDA-73, EDA-74, EDA-93, EDA-109, EDA-119, EDA-120, and EDA-122; a
mixture of n-hexane and ethyl acetate in a 4:1 ratio for EDA-58; (ii) chloroform for EDA-71
and EDA-A6; and (iii) acetone for EDA-117. For each tested compound, the retention factor
(Rf) was calculated at established times (10 min and 1, 2, 3, 24, and 48 h, in both acidic and
alkaline stability experiments. The decomposition of a certain compound was observed
when, in its TLC monitoring, an additional point appeared or the Rf value was significantly
different from the one determined for the pure compound before the experiment.

2.5. PAMPA Test: Membrane Permeability Evaluation

The passive transport and membrane absorption of 5 selected selenocompounds (EDA-
58, EDA-71, EDA-119, EDA-122, and EDA-A6) were evaluated with the in vitro parallel
artificial membrane permeability assay (PAMPA). This PAMPA assay could provide better
predictability and membrane permeability correlations compared to the data obtained
for human absorption in the Caco-2 cell line [38,39]. The Precoated PAMPA Plate System
Gentest™ (Corning, Bradford, MA, USA) was used to perform the permeability assay for
the 5 selected Se compounds. The protocol of the permeability assay was similar to the
previously described ones [38,40,41] and is detailed in the Supplementary Materials. Briefly,
the concentrations of the Se compounds and the references (norfloxacin and caffeine) were
calculated in both the donor and acceptor compartments using capillary electrophoresis,
which enabled the calculation of the permeability coefficients (Pe, (cm/s)) of the tested
compounds with the formula provided by the PAMPA Plate System manufacturer [38,41];
see Scheme 1. The obtained results were compared with data regarding a highly per-
meable reference drug and a lowly permeable reference drug (caffeine and norfloxacin,
respectively).
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Scheme 1. Calculation of the in vitro permeability (cm/s). A (filter area) cm2 = 0.3; VD (donor well
volume) mL = 0.3; VA (acceptor well volume) mL = 0.2; t (incubation time) seconds = 18,000; CA(t)
(compound concentration in acceptor well at time t); CD(t) (compound concentration in donor well at
time t).

2.6. Metabolic Stability Evaluation
2.6.1. In Silico Metabolic Stability Simulation (MetaSite)

The commercially available MetaSite 5.1.1 software has been used to evaluate the in
silico simulation of liver metabolic pathways of selected organic selenocompounds. The
use of this software is an easy computational method that can be used to perform the in
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silico prediction of the most probable sites of tested compounds’ structure that undergo
metabolic reactions through the metabolic pathways related to the CYP450 reactions (e.g.,
CYP3A4) [42,43]. The MetaSite 5.1.1 software was provided by Molecular Discovery Ltd.
(c/o Sobell Rhodes LLP The Kinetic Centre, Hertfordshire, UK)., www.moldiscovery.com.
This software enables the in silico prediction of the metabolism sites in the phase I reactions
and therefore could be used in the preliminary assessment of the metabolic pathways.
MetaSite can estimate metabolic routes in liver and cytochrome computational models.
This program identifies the sites of the structure of the examined compounds that are most
likely to suffer metabolic reactions (according to these computational models) while also
predicting the structures of metabolites according to both a thermodynamic simulation (the
enzyme–substrate recognition) and a kinetic simulation (the description of the enzyme-
catalyzed chemical transformations) [44].

2.6.2. In Vitro Microsomal Biotransformation Tests

The assessment of the metabolites generated in the in vitro microsomal biotransforma-
tion of the selenoester EDA-71 in liver microsomes was performed following a previously
described protocol with minor modifications [44,45]. Only this compound was evaluated
because it combined an optimal solubility to be analyzed in this procedure with very signif-
icant activity. The protocol is provided in full detail in the Supplementary Materials. Briefly,
the compound was exposed to microsomes for 2 h, and the mixture was later analyzed
with LC–MS/MS to detect the generated metabolites.

2.7. Safety Profile Evaluation—Ames Microplate Mutagenicity Assay

Safety profiles were evaluated using an in vitro microbiological method adapted to
the microplate Ames test (384-well microtitration plate), which applies Salmonella enterica
serovar Typhimurium bacterial strains (the gold standard in mutagenicity research). The
experiment was performed according to a previously described protocol [45], which is
provided in the Supplementary Materials. Briefly, the TA 100 strain (deprived of the ability
to synthesize the histidine) was incubated with each tested compound in an exposure
medium containing a limited amount of histidine. The reversion events were counted both
manually and by means of a microplate reader [45]. Each fold increase bigger than two times
the baseline level (≥2.0-fold) was considered to indicate a mutagen alert. The experiments
and data analyses were prepared according to the procedure that was previously described
by Flückiger-Isler et al. [46–49]. The assay was performed in triplicate. The positive control
selected for the mutagenicity assays was NQNO, which causes genome point mutations;
specifically, it promotes G:C→ A:T transitions in the Salmonella Typhimurium TA-100 strain
and other bacteria such as Vibrio harveyi and Escherichia coli [32,50].

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Determination of Aqueous Solubility

In this work, special attention was paid to the solubility of the compounds because it is a
crucial parameter in the determination of drug bioavailability and pharmacological activity.

In the first stage of the research, the water solubility parameter (logSm) of the se-
lenoanhydride and 10 selected selenoesters was evaluated in silico with the use of the
Chemicalize [33], SwissADME [34], and OSIRIS [35] programs. All of the tested organic
selenocompounds exhibited a very low water solubility according to the in silico methods
(Table 1). It was observed that the solubility results obtained by the means of the Swis-
sADME program were similar to those found with the OSIRIS computational method. The
Chemicalize solubility values slightly differed from those obtained in the two abovemen-
tioned techniques, as they were significantly higher (Table 1).

www.moldiscovery.com
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Table 1. Aqueous solubility determined using computational and experimental methods, as well as
percentage that the predicted in silico solubility predicted in respect to the aqueous experimental
solubility. In experimental values, green denotes almost insoluble compounds and blue denotes those
compounds with solubility of more than 1 g/L.

Tested
Compound

Experimental Aqueous
Solubility In Silico Calculated Aqueous Solubility

% That the In Silico Value Supposes in
Respect to the Aqueous
Experimental Solubility

[g/L] logSm
Chemic
logSm

SwissA
logSm

1 OSIR logSm Chemic SwissA OSIR

EDA-26 0.380 −2.96 −4.02 −5.20 −5.06 8.71% 0.58% 0.79%
EDA-71 0.132 −3.32 −4.85 −5.53 −5.96 2.95% 0.62% 0.23%
EDA-73 ~0.001 ~−5.50 −5.82 −5.59 −6.63 47.9% 81.3% 7.41%
EDA-74 0.019 −4.26 −5.10 −6.03 −5.97 14.5% 1.70% 1.95%
EDA-93 0.022 −4.16 −5.95 −6.40 −6.30 1.62% 0.58% 0.72%
EDA-109 0.028 −4.06 −3.53 −6.13 −6.16 339% 0.85% 0.79%
EDA-117 1.028 −2.37 −3.81 −4.21 −4.79 3.63% 1.45% 0.38%
EDA-119 0.137 −3.37 −2.82 −5.88 −5.41 355% 0.31% 0.91%
EDA-120 0.026 −4.09 −3.53 −6.13 −6.16 363% 0.91% 0.85%
EDA-122 0.031 −4.02 −3.76 −6.35 −6.28 182% 0.47% 0.55%
EDA-A6 0.758 −2.44 −4.29 −4.91 −5.68 1.41% 0.34% 0.06%

1 Abbreviations: LogSm—calculated based on solubility Sm (mol/L); Chemic—Chemicalize; SwissA—SwissADME;
OSIR—OSIRIS.

The aqueous solubility of the tested organic Se compounds was experimentally de-
termined following a previously described procedure [36,37]. The chosen assay used UV
spectrophotometry to estimate the concentration of the saturated solution with known
dilutions of the tested compound at room temperature (20◦ C) after 24 h. The concentrations
of the solutions were used to obtain the interpolation of the measured UV absorbance of
the saturated solution dilution from the calibration curve drawn using solutions previously
prepared in methanol/water mixtures.

The obtained experimental solubility values for the organic selenocompounds ranged
from 0.001 to 1.028 g/L and were considered very low. The compound with an amide group
in the alkyl moiety bound to the selenium atom of the selenoester (EDA-117) was the most
soluble among the tested selenocompounds, displaying a 1.028 g/L solubility value. In
contrast, the ketone-containing selenoester EDA-73 was the least soluble, with a solubility
of barely 0.001 g/L, more than 1000-fold less soluble than the most soluble Se compound
(EDA-117). Summing up, according to the Biopharmaceutical Classification System [51,52],
all the tested selenocompounds in this work could be classified as low-solubility derivatives.
The obtained experimental logSm values significantly differed from the in silico ones in
most cases (Table 1). Significant similarity was only found in the case of EDA-73 (−5.50exp.
vs. −5.59SwissADME and −5.82Chemicalize) and EDA-122 (−4.02exp. vs. −3.76Chemicalize).

The experimental solubilities were higher than those predicted in silico for these
compounds, with the exception of the symmetrical selenodiesters EDA-109, EDA-119,
EDA-120, and EDA-122 in Chemicalize. It was observed that this program predicted lower
solubility values than the experiment for compounds with one selenium atom and a higher
values for symmetrical compounds with two selenium atoms. Among the three in silico
methods, the one that provided the closest results to the experimental ones was Chemicalize.
After calculating the solubility values and comparing them to the experimental solubility
values (data calculated from Table 1), the values were found to be on average 88.5% lower
for mono-selenated derivatives and 210% higher for di-selenated compounds. The average
prediction for all compounds in SwissADME and Osiris was 87.6% and 98.4% lower,
respectively, than the experimental values. In the case of SwissADME, this average was not
accurate, as it presented a very good approximation for EDA-73 (the in silico value was
only 18.7% lower than the experimental value) but the error in the remaining ones was
very high (99.20% lower than the experimental value—almost two magnitude orders). In
all cases, the error was too high, and these programs may not be adequate for evaluating
the physicochemical properties of selenocompounds in silico. A possible reason for this
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is that the selenium atom is not well-parametrized in these programs, perhaps due to
a lack of experimental data for selenocompounds. The different range of solubility for
compounds with one or two selenium atoms in Chemicalize supports this hypothesis. This
fact should be taken into account in future works, as it raises doubts regarding the accuracy
of the predictions given by these programs for selenocompounds. A careful search was
conducted in PubMed, and we did not find any additional studies that compared the
in silico solubility determined by this program with experimental in vitro solubility, as
performed in this study.

The low solubility was not a surprise: according to the literature, the majority of
the synthetic organic selenocompounds are poorly soluble in water [53]. For example,
methylseleno-aspirin showed a water solubility of only 2.20 × 10−4 M [54] (or 0.0568 g/L
when taking its molecular weight into account). This fact suggests a lower effectiveness
and higher risk of developing toxic side effects, as orally administered but poorly soluble
compounds require higher doses to show desired activity [55]. To improve the solubility
of water-insoluble anticancer drug candidates, the use of solubilizers, such as surfactants,
organic solvents, cyclodextrins, lipids, and pH modifiers, is a common approach. Even
though lowly water-soluble drugs can become moderately soluble if a suitable amount
of additives is used, the usage of the additives need to be kept below their toxicity rate.
Moreover, the usage of solubilizers can cause drug instability and is limited due to undesir-
able effects.

Sometimes, a chemical modification introduced to increase water solubility produces
a decrease in drug potency. Similarly, modifications that improve in vitro cytotoxic actions
cause significant solubility decreases. One of ways to avoid these undesired effects is
preparing drug formulations in the form of drug delivery systems (DDSs), which include
nanosuspensions, which were developed to increase the bioavailability of poorly water-
soluble drugs. Additionally, drug delivery systems such as liposomes, polymer micelles,
and dendrimers are broadly investigated and commonly used [56,57].

3.2. Chemical Stability in the Acidic and Alkaline Environments

In the next step of the experiments, the chemical stability of 11 selenoesters (EDA-
26, EDA-71, EDA-73, EDA-74, EDA-58, EDA-93, EDA-109, EDA-117, EDA-119, EDA-120
and EDA-122) and the selenoanhydride EDA-A6 in acidic and alkaline environments was
evaluated by the use of a previously described method [36,37]. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to estimate the chemical stability of the compounds EDA-46, EDA-53, EDA-56,
and EDA-58 due to their physicochemical properties: they were liquid at room temperature
in the form of an oil, which is not miscible with water.

The majority of the tested Se compounds were unstable in the alkaline conditions.
However, in the acidic environment, the results greatly varied regarding the function
of the different groups present in the chemical structure. Some compounds, such as
the selenoanhydride or EDA-71, were unstable at low pH environments, whereas others
showed partial or total stability in these acidic conditions. The thiophene-containing
diselenodiester EDA-122 and its close analogue EDA-119 (in which the thiophene moiety
was replaced with a pyridine ring), EDA-117, and EDA-58 were moderately stable (for 3 h)
in the acidic media and totally unstable in the alkaline environment.

The ketone-containing selenoesters EDA-73 and EDA-74 were stable till the end of
the experiment (48 h) in the acidic conditions and unstable in the alkaline conditions.
Interestingly, the EDA-71 analogue, which also belongs to the group of ketone-containing
selenoesters, was totally unstable in the acidic environment—during the experiment, we
observed a red precipitate product that was probably selenium oxide. Like the previously
tested derivatives, EDA-71 was unstable in the alkaline conditions.

Finally, the selenoanhydride EDA-A6 and selenoester EDA-93 were proven to be
unstable in both the acidic and alkaline environments. Moreover, compounds EDA-26,
EDA-109, and EDA-120 were stable till the end of the analysis (48 h) in the acidic conditions
and totally unstable in the alkaline environment.
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Summing up, the selenoesters were generally moderately stable in the acidic condi-
tions. However, after the addition of the 10% NaOH solution, very fast degradation was
observed in the most cases. The most probable mechanism of this process is the hydrolysis
of the selenoesters in the alkaline conditions. According to our knowledge, there have
been no other studies on the chemical stability of small molecules-containing selenium and
designed as novel bioactive compounds in acidic or alkaline environments.

3.3. PAMPA Test: Membrane Permeability Evaluation

Each drug must overcome some obstacles after its administration, such as issues with
absorption, and interactions with other compounds present in the diet or administered as
therapeutic agents. Their distribution between various tissues is also important because it
decides whether a compound can reach its target. Therefore, the determination of the tested
compounds permeability through cell membranes is a crucial step in preclinical research
because a low permeability can limit their activity, leading to lower drug effectiveness.

The in vitro PAMPA screening test is one of the most important methods in the early
stages of drug development. This method enables the estimation of the in vitro permeability
of new drug candidates, as it simulates the structure and biological environment of the cell
membrane. Besides, it enables the simple and straightforward estimation of a compound’s
passive transport through biological membranes, characterized as a permeability coefficient
Pe (in the unit of 10−6 (cm/s)) [38]. Depending on the nature of the artificial membrane,
different biological barriers (intestinal or blood–brain) can be targeted [58].

The aim of the PAMPA test is to investigate in vitro membrane permeability via an
estimation of the concentration of the tested compounds in donor and acceptor compart-
ments separated by a filter membrane, which has a composition similar to the membrane
of living cells [59]. Tested compounds are placed in the donor compartment, and then, after
scheduled incubation at room temperature, their concentration in both compartments is de-
termined using analytical methods. Here, to estimate the concentration of the compounds,
capillary electrophoresis (CE) was used [38,41]. The PAMPA method can be performed at
the small scale in the laboratory conditions. One of its limitations is the underestimation of
the absorptions of compounds that are substrates of drug transporters. However, PAMPA
may serve as a useful initial permeability evaluation in initial stages of the drug discovery
process due to its high-throughput adaptability [60].

Five selenocompounds (EDA-58, EDA-71, EDA-119, EDA-122, and EDA-A6) were
evaluated with the PAMPA in vitro assay using the CE technique. The obtained results
were compared with data regarding two reference drugs: the high-permeability caffeine
and the low-permeability norfloxacin [61,62]. Compounds were considered to be highly
permeable when the experimentally estimated in vitro permeability value (P) was higher
than 1.5 × 10−6 (cm/s). If the permeability value obtained with the PAMPA test was equal
or lower than 1.5 × 10−6 (cm/s), the compound was considered lowly permeable through
the cell membranes of enterocytes [38–40]. Results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Results of the experimental in vitro permeability test (PAMPA) for selected organic seleno-
compounds, together with references with high or low permeability (caffeine or norfloxacin). The
percentage of compound or reference that crossed from the donor well to the acceptor well (% Perm.)
is shown in parentheses.

Compound
In Vitro

Permeability [cm/s]
(% Perm.)

Compound
In Vitro

Permeability [cm/s]
(% Perm.)

Reference
In Vitro

Permeability [cm/s]
(% Perm.)

EDA-58 2.220 × 10−6 (3.95%) EDA-122 4.668 × 10−6 (8.20%) Caffeine 3.420 × 10−6 (6.05%)

EDA-71 3.858 × 10−6 (6.81%) EDA-A6 3.438 × 10−6 (6.08%) Norfloxacin 0.9488 × 10−7

(1.70%)
EDA-119 3.271 × 10−6 (5.79%)

Compounds in blue showed a higher permeability than caffeine.
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According to the results, all tested selenocompounds could be considered highly
permeable. Selenoesters EDA-122 and EDA-71 and the cyclic selenoanhydride EDA-A6,
especially, showed higher permeability values than caffeine, whereas EDA-119 and EDA-
58 showed lower permeability values than caffeine, though they were still in the same
magnitude order.

These results are noteworthy as they support the use of these compounds as pro-drugs
that can serve to transport selenium inside cells, where the compounds can release, through
hydrolysis, selenium anions or reactive selenium species that can then interact with cellular
targets, as previously hypothesized [18,19] and experimentally observed for the case of
the selenoanhydride EDA-A6 [20]. The authors of a previous study [63] evaluated the
permeability of different known selenocompounds and found that the most permeable ones
were methylselenocysteine (MeSeCys) and selenomethionine (SeMet), with permeabilities
of 17.2% and 12.4%, respectively. The other studied compounds were selenate (6.6%),
anionic selenocyanate (3.8%), selenite (3.4%), selenocystine (3.1%), cationic trimethylseleno-
nium (3.0%), Se-methylseleno-N-acetylgalactosamine (2.9%), and L-selenohomolanthionine
(2.5%) [63]. The authors of this study suggested that the high permeability values of MeSe-
Cys and SeMet were due the recognition of these Se compounds by amino acid membrane
transporters. Interestingly, their permeability in the presence of methionine was reduced,
perhaps due to competition in their recognition by amino acid transporters [63]. After
knowing the concentrations in the donor and acceptor wells, it was possible to calculate
the percentage of the selenocompound that permeated from the donor well to the acceptor
well; the calculated percentages for the Se compounds presented in this work are shown in
Table 2. Interestingly, the most permeable Se compounds (EDA-122 and EDA-71) showed
permeability percentages of 8.20% and 6.81%, respectively, which were lower than the
seleno-amino acids MeSeCys and SeMet reported in [63] but higher than the remaining
Se compounds evaluated in that work. The percentage for EDA-122 was quite high and
could be related to the presence of a methylselenol moiety (-SeCH3), which is comparable
with the terminal ends of MeSeCys and SeMet and could be relevant to membrane perme-
ation because it protects the selenium atom from attacks from thiols and/or free radicals.
Additionally, its structure partially resembles the structure of seleno-amino acids.

3.4. Metabolic Stability Evaluation

Another crucial parameter in the field of ADME is the metabolism of the potential drug
candidate, which is assessed through the analysis of metabolic stability and through the
identification of the most relevant metabolites that appear after the metabolic processing of
the administered compound. The metabolites cannot be neglected, because their biological
activity and toxicity are frequently crucial for the observed therapeutic or toxicological
effects. In metabolic studies, in vitro microsomal models (human, rat, or murine) are
widely used [64].

Metabolism is defined as the biological modification of drugs and chemicals by enzy-
matic systems. This leads to the formation of more polar substances that are better excreted
from the organism in the urine or bile. The drugs and xenobiotics (non-essential exogenous
compounds) undergo biotransformation changes conducted by specific enzymes, which
mainly (but not limited to) belong to the cytochrome P450 oxidative system localized in
the endoplasmic reticulum of hepatic cells [65]. Therefore, the study of drug metabolic
pathways and the potential interactions of a specific tested compound with other drugs is
essential to understand the pharmacological activity, toxicity, distribution and excretion of
the drug. In this context, the liver is the predominant organ of metabolism for a wide range
of endogenous compounds and xenobiotics [66].

Traditional in vivo methods used to evaluate the metabolism of drugs are based on
small laboratory animals (such as rats, mice, dogs, and rabbits) and determine metabolites
after collecting animal plasma and/or urine. Nevertheless, these standard assays are
limited by ethical concerns, high costs, the toxicity of the administered drugs, and the small
quantity of the isolated metabolites and specious variations. Consequently, there is now a
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tendency to replace these methods with modern, alternative in vitro methods, such as the
use of liver microsomes, microorganisms (fungi), perfused organs, tissues, or cell cultures
in biotransformation metabolic studies [29,44,67,68].

These alternative methods offer several advantages over animal studies, such as the
ability to perform drug screenings for a larger number of strains, relatively lower costs, and
the possibility of evaluating regio- and stereo-selective products. Other positive features
include alternative methods are the easy detection, isolation, and structure identification of
obtained metabolites; the high reproducibility of the experimental procedures; the high
reliability and easy validation of the experimental processes [69].

Here, we determined the metabolic stability of the oxoselenoester EDA-71, firstly
using an in silico stability simulation using the MetaSite software and later using human
liver microsomes experimentally in vitro. This compound was selected due to its potent
and promising biological activity, as reported in previous works [18,19,21,22].

3.4.1. In Silico Metabolic Stability Simulation (MetaSite)

The metabolic stability of the Se compound EDA-71 was determined in silico using
MetaSite. Most atoms of its structure were found to be likely to undergo biotransformation,
and the structures of the most probable metabolites are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. In silico metabolic stability of EDA-71 selenoester estimated with MetaSite. Figure 3. In silico metabolic stability of EDA-71 selenoester estimated with MetaSite.

In this figure, the dark red color of atoms marked with circles indicates a higher
probability to be involved in metabolic pathways. The blue circle marks the site of EDA-71,
which was found to be involved in metabolism with the highest probability (100% score).
According to in silico data, the highest probability of metabolism is at the terminal position
of selenoester moiety [44].

3.4.2. In Vitro Microsomal Biotransformation Tests

In the next step of the research, a biochemical in vitro method with the use of human
liver microsomes (HLMs) was applied to determine the metabolic activity of the compound
EDA-71. This human liver microsomal model provides all the enzymes required for the
phase I metabolism reactions (hydrolysis, oxidation, and reduction). Moreover, it is also
possible, in certain conditions following the addition of all necessary cofactors, to conduct
metabolism II phase reactions (glutathione transferase and N-acetyltransferase enzymatic
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reactions). In the drug discovery process, the microsomal is a standard in vitro method
for the metabolism evaluation. Additionally, this assay can predict the biotransformation
kinetics and intrinsic clearance of new derivatives [69]. Finally, these biotransformation
processes can be easily monitored with LC–MS/MS.

Compound EDA-71 was studied in this biotransformation assays (Figures 4 and 5)
using HLMs, following a previously described procedure [37].
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Figure 4. Stability of EDA-71 in TRIS buffer (pH = 7.4) and LC–MS/MS ionization conditions.
Degradation compounds whose mass ranged from m/z= 97.04 to m/z= 540.39 were observed, and a
maternal compound peak (EDA-71, m/z = 276.60) was not found. Potential degradation compounds
observed: dehydration product with m/z = 260.12; dimer product with m/z = 540.39; and ion
confirming the breakdown of selenoester bond (m/z = 138.97).
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The NADPH-regenerating system, which contained a phosphate buffer (pH = 7.4;
NADP+, glucose-6-phosphate, and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase), was used. The
biotransformation process was monitored with the LC–MS/MS method at the end of the
procedure at 2 h after the incubation.

Unfortunately, all of the tested selenoesters and selenoanhydride were totally unstable
in the TRIS buffer (pH = 7.4, which was used to provide the proper environment of
the biological microsomal assay) and under the LC–MS/MS analysis conditions. This
experimental fact prevented the detailed analysis of metabolic stability. Interestingly, in
this model, all of the tested selenocompounds (EDA-58, EDA-71, EDA-119, EDA-122, and
EDA-A6) were stable in DMSO. Thus, the tested compounds were dissolved in DMSO
immediately before the experiment to minimize the degradation risk. The stability of
EDA-71 in the abovementioned conditions is shown in Figures 4 and 5.

However, the in vitro study (Figure 6A–C) did not confirm the presence of the metabo-
lites estimated with the in silico MetaSite program (Figure 3), though the same dimers and
decomposition ions as those observed for the TRIS control (Figure 4) were detected.

These results showed that the EDA-71 selenoester may not be stable in the experimen-
tal conditions, as it could undergo decomposition or dimerization reactions in the TRIS
buffered media (Figures 4 and 6A–C). Specifically, ion fragments with m/z = 260.12 were
present in both the control TRIS probe and the probe after the microsomal biotransforma-
tion. This observation may suggest that the dehydration of the tested compound took
place in this inorganic environment. Additionally, the ion with m/z = 138.97 confirmed the
breakdown of the carbon–selenium bond (Figures 4 and 6A–C).

As mentioned above, it was shown in a previous work [20] that the hydrolysis of
selenoanhydride releases selenium anions or reactive selenium species that can quickly
react with thiols (such as glutathione or hydrogen sulfide), reactive oxygen species (such
as hydrogen peroxide), and free radicals (like superoxide) naturally present in human
cells [20]. Because these reactive selenium species quickly react in cellular environments,
they can be elusive and difficult to identify.
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Figure 6. (A) The UPLC (ultra-performance liquid chromatography) spectra obtained after the
incubation of EDA-71 with human liver microsomes. Like the control sample with TRIS buffer, it
presented a dehydration product (m/z = 260.12). Diode Array, range: 1.69 × 102. (B) MS spectra
obtained after the incubation of human liver microsomes with the EDA-71 selenoester. Like the
control sample with TRIS, it showed a dehydration product (m/z = 260.12). (C) MS spectra obtained
after the incubation of human liver microsomes with the EDA-71 selenoester. Like the control sample
with TRIS, it showed the EDA-71 dimer (m/z = 540.39).

The authors of another relevant study [70] watered a selenium-accumulator plant
(Brassica oleracea L. var. sabellica L.) with water containing Se compounds (mainly sele-
noesters) in solution. Later, the metabolites generated by this plant were studied. Although
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the metabolism of the studied plant was not comparable with the metabolism in the mi-
crosomes, the results revealed a very complex mixture of selenium metabolites, including
complex sulfur–selenium species [70], thus supporting the hypothesis of their genera-
tion in human cells from the hydrolysis of these compounds (as it has been suggested in
previous works [18,20]).

This observed experimental lack of metabolic stability may not be completely negative
for the pharmaceutical profile evaluation of the compound, as it can be considered a line
of evidence that proves the release of selenium anions or of reactive selenium species that
are then available to interact with cellular targets. This release could be the mechanism
of action responsible of the biological activities of this derivative described so far [18].
Therefore, for these compounds used as prodrugs, the ease of this release can be considered
to be more of a strength than a weakness.

Interestingly, this breakdown was not predicted in silico by MetaSite software. The
reason for this lack of prediction could be the same as that described in the discussion of
the differences between the experimental compound solubility data and those determined
with different in silico programs (Chemicalize, Osiris, and SwissADME): selenium is an
infrequent element in organic compounds, so predictions for compounds that include this
element in their chemical structures can have less reliable predictions when their properties
are simulated by the use of these programs. Here, we confirmed this deviation effect in
the assessment of solubility and metabolic stability using three bioinformatic tools and one
commercial program, respectively.

3.5. Evaluation of the Mutagenicity through the Ames Test

Before their approval to be sold in the market to treat specific diseases, every drug
must undergo a series of studies to determine its structure, physicochemical properties,
mechanism of action, and side effects [71]. A further requirement for newly synthesized
compounds is the precise estimation of their safety profiles: only non-toxic and non-
mutagenic derivatives have a chance to reach the further steps of the experiments. In this
context, it is extremely important to determine the mutagenic potential of a drug candidate,
because the results of mutagenicity tests often determine whether a tested compound
can be introduced to clinical trials. As mentioned in the metabolic stability section, the
evaluation of drugs with animals creates serious ethical dilemmas. Although experiments
on animals are regulated by law, frequently it is not possible to eliminate the suffering
of laboratory animals [72]. Additionally, in vitro assays reduce the amount of animals
used during research procedures according to the replacement, reduction, and refinement
approach (3Rs approach), which was first promulgated by Russel and Burch in 1959 [73].
Therefore, an excellent solution, which minimizes the usage of laboratory animals in the
early stages of research and enables the study of a greater number of compounds, may
be the use of alternative bacterial tests that easily enable the estimation of the mutagenic
potential of tested compounds. Nowadays, the in vitro Ames alternative bacterial test
using the Salmonella Typhimurium TA-100 strain is considered the gold standard of in vitro
gene mutation genotoxicity testing [29,46,74].

Some substances or their metabolites possess the ability to damage the genetic material
of cells. There are various mechanisms of action of these compounds, and one of the most
common is the formation of adducts with DNA. As a result, the alkylation of the purine
and pyrimidine bases occurs. Very often, a genotoxic substance also has carcinogenic
potential. It has been proven that 90% of carcinogenic compounds can cause mutations
in the bacterial strains used in the most widespread microbiological mutagenicity tests.
All carcinogenic compounds are mutagens, but not every mutagen is responsible for the
appearance of a carcinogenic effect. It has been shown that the sensitivity of DNA bases to
mutagens increases during the course of the replication process in cell division. Therefore,
the probability of DNA damage is dependent on exposure to mutagens, as well as on the
frequency of cell divisions [75].
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By definition, a mutation is a permanent and hereditary change in the quality and
quantity of information contained in the genetic material of cells or organisms, which
can occur in somatic and/or germ cells and can alter the structure and functions of cell
proteins and enzymes. The most common causes of mutations are physical factors (e.g.,
UV radiation) and chemical exposure. The most popular tools for detecting point gene
mutations are simple bacterial tests. Due to the high frequency of replication, bacteria play
key roles in the mechanism of test function. If an assay is properly performed, it provides
reliable and reproducible results that can be easily read [76]. Among these bacterial tests,
the Ames test is recognized as one of the most commonly performed genotoxicity assays
by industrial organizations [47,77].

Here, the mutagenicity of the selenocompounds was evaluated using both in silico
methods (simulation in OSIRIS software) and in vitro methods (microplate mutagenicity
Ames assay).

3.5.1. Safety Profile In Silico Results

Mutagenicity and other parameters connected with the safety of the potential drug
candidates were evaluated during in silico analysis with the use of the free OSIRIS program.
This software enables the preliminary description of the mutagenic and tumorigenic poten-
tial of tested compounds. Additionally, OSIRIS was used to evaluate whether compounds
caused reproductive effects or were irritant compounds.

According to this OSIRIS in silico tool, 12 of the tested compounds (EDA-26, EDA-46,
EDA-53, EDA-58, EDA-71, EDA-73, EDA-74, EDA-93, EDA-109, EDA-117, EDA-120, and
EDA-A6) exhibited in silico tumorigenic effects. None of the 15 tested compounds showed
mutagenicity, irritant properties, or influence on the reproductive effect.

3.5.2. Safety Profile In Vitro Results in Ames Microplate Mutagenicity Assay

In the next step of the studies, the in vitro safety profiles of the tested selenocompounds
were evaluated. All compounds were tested with the 384-well plate microfluctuation Ames
test. The mutagenic index (MI) was used as the measure of mutagenicity [29,46]. The results
of the Ames tests, which determined the mutagenic potential of the tested compounds, are
shown in Figures 7–9 and collected in Tables 3–5.
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Table 3. Mutagenic index (MI) and other values for methylseleninic acid (reference Se compound),
doxorubicin (reference chemotherapeutic), and tested compounds with high cytostatic activity.

Compound
Mutagenicity at 1 µM Concentration Mutagenicity at 10 µM Concentration

MI 1 Fold Increase over Baseline B 2 SD MI Fold Increase over Baseline B SD

MetSeAc 0.90 0.75 0.37 2.65 0.96 0.74 0.47 1.53
DOXO 1.64 1.31 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.77 0.47 3.61

EDA-109 0.96 0.55 0.07 0.58 0.67 0.39 0.003 C 1.73
EDA-119 0.56 0.54 0.24 0.58 0.96 0.92 0.90 2.52
EDA-120 1.24 1.23 1.00 1.53 1.46 1.45 1.00 2.08
EDA-122 0.84 0.63 0.14 3.61 1.46 1.08 0.94 2.89

1 MI (mutagenic index) = mean revertant value for the tested compound/mean revertant value for the blind
probe with DMSO; compound was considered to be mutagenic if MI ≥ 2; baseline = mean + 1 SD. 2 B: the
binomial B value indicates the probability that spontaneous mutation events alone produce at most n = total
number of yellow wells at a given concentration of the test sample (3 × 48 wells); a binomial B-value ≥ 0.99
(bolded) indicates that chances are ≤1% that this result occurred due to spontaneous mutation; data points that
are significantly smaller (B ≤ 0.01 (bolded)) than the mean number of spontaneous revertants are labelled C for
“cytotoxic effect”. A compound is considered to be mutagenic when its MI and B values show fold increases ≥ 2
and ≥ 0.99, respectively.

Table 4. Mutagenic index (MI) and other values for methylseleninic acid (reference Se compound),
doxorubicin (reference anticancer agent), and tested derivatives with high cytostatic activity.

Compound
Mutagenicity at 1 µM Concentration Mutagenicity at 10 µM Concentration

MI Fold Increase over Baseline B SD MI Fold Increase over Baseline B SD

MetSeAc 0.90 0.75 0.37 2.65 0.96 0.74 0.47 1.53
DOXO 1.64 1.31 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.77 0.46 3.61

EDA-53 1.82 1.10 1.00 12.33 1.72 1.04 0.98 11.67
EDA-71 0.54 0.60 0.34 1.15 0.79 0.89 0.98 1.53
EDA-73 1.28 0.84 0.72 0.58 0.79 0.52 0.04 4.04
EDA-74 0.88 0.98 0.94 1.00 0.69 0.76 0.68 0.58

Bolded B values indicate risk of cytotoxic or mutagenic effects (see footnote of Table 3 for full description).

Table 5. Mutagenic index (MI) and other values for methylseleninic acid (reference Se compound),
doxorubicin (reference anticancer agent), and tested compounds with significant cytostatic activity.

Compound
Mutagenicity at 1 µM Concentration Mutagenicity at 10 µM Concentration

MI Fold Increase over Baseline B SD MI Fold Increase over Baseline B SD

MetSeAc 0.90 0.75 0.37 2.65 0.96 0.74 0.47 1.53
DOXO 1.64 1.31 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.77 0.46 3.61

EDA-26 1.51 0.96 0.92 4.73 2.16 1.37 1.00 2.08
EDA-46 1.56 1.65 1.00 3.00 0.94 1.00 0.88 1.15
EDA-56 1.46 0.93 0.88 2.89 0.85 0.90 0.75 6.56
EDA-58 0.57 0.67 0.80 1.00 1.51 1.78 1.00 2.52
EDA-93 1.27 1.02 0.96 1.00 1.08 0.87 0.80 1.53
EDA-117 0.66 0.49 0.36 0.58 0.57 0.42 0.18 1.00
EDA-A6 1.23 1.08 0.94 4.04 0.38 0.33 0.001 C 3.06

Bolded B values indicate risk of cytotoxic or mutagenic effects (see footnote of Table 3 for full description). Bolded
MI value denotes mutagenicity.

None of the four tested selenoesters with very high cytostatic activity were mutagenic.
However, in the case of the EDA-120, the binomial B-value (1.00) slightly exceeded the
threshold (0.99) at the two evaluated concentrations. Nevertheless, this compound was
defined as non-mutagenic due to the correct fold increase over the baseline, which was
below 2.0 in both cases. A similar situation was observed in the standard cytostatic com-
pound (doxorubicin) at the 1 µM concentration. Interestingly, for the EDA-109 derivative,
cytotoxic activity was observed at the highest concentration (10 µM) (Figure 7 and Table 3).
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None of the four selenoesters with high cytostatic activity were found to be muta-
genic. The binomial B-value (1.00) slightly exceeded the threshold (0.99) in the case of
the selenocompound EDA-53 at a concentration of 1 µM (Figure 8 and Table 4). However,
like compound EDA-120, it was considered non-mutagenic because it did not pass the
baseline threshold.

After testing the seven selenocompounds with significant cytostatic activity (Figure 9
and Table 5), it turned out that the EDA-26 derivative may have had mutagenic potential
at the highest tested concentration, as indicated by its mutagenic index value (MI ≥ 2) and
binomial B-value (≥0.99).

Besides EDA-26, none of the remaining six selenoesters (Figure 9 and Table 5) with
significant cytostatic activity displayed mutagenic effects in this assay. It is necessary to
point out that the binomial B-values for compounds EDA-46 (at 1 µM) and EDA-58 (at
10 µM) slightly exceeded (1.00) the 0.99 threshold, below which mutations are considered
to be spontaneous. This was the same as was observed in previous compounds (EDA-53
and EDA-120), which were not considered mutagenic because the number of revertants
increased by less than 2-fold over the baseline. It is worth noting that the selenoanhydride
EDA-A6 could have been cytotoxic for Salmonella Typhimurium at the 10 µM concentration,
so this substance may have interfered with the Ames test results at the higher concentrations.

The results of the HTS-adapted microplate Ames test indicated that all of the tested
selenoesters and selenoanhydride derivatives were safe and devoid of mutagenic activity,
with the exception of the compound EDA-26, which slightly exceeded the baseline at the
10 µM concentration. In this case, the results were in accordance with those obtained with
the in silico method (OSIRIS program), where none of tested selenocompounds were shown
to exhibit mutagenicity.

3.5.3. Reference Experiment Results—The Impact of Tested Selenocompounds on the
Salmonella Typhimurium Growth

Some scientific reports have indicated strong antimicrobial activity against “ESKAPE-
pathogens” of certain groups of organic selenium compounds, namely selenazolinium
salts and certain aromatic selenocyanates [38,46]. This ESKAPE acronym includes the most
troublesome bacteria that are resistant to conventionally used antibiotics: vancomycin-
resistant enterococci (VRE), methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), Klebsiella
pneumoniae, Acinetobacter baumannii, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and extended-spectrum β-
lactamase (ESBL)-producing or carbapenem-resistant species of the family Enterobacteri-
aceae (CRE) [46].

Therefore, a reference experiment with 20 h of incubation at constant temperature
conditions (37 ◦C) was performed in order to determine the effect of the tested compounds
on the growth of the Salmonella Typhimurium used in the Ames test. The results of this
experiment showed no inhibitory effects on the growth and development of this bacteria
(Figure 10). Therefore, this method could be successfully applied to determine the safety
profile of the tested derivatives. In addition, this test was performed to confirm or exclude
the results from the Ames test, especially the values that indicated the possibility of the
cytotoxic potential of several compounds (for which the binomial B-value was significantly
smaller (B ≤ 0.01) than the mean number of spontaneous revertants (values labelled as
“cytotoxic effect”)).

However, the results of the reference test for the EDA-109 selenoester indicated some
contradictions with the result of the Ames test. It is noteworthy that this compound showed
a stimulating effect on the growth of Salmonella Typhimurium, especially at a higher concen-
tration (10 µM) after 20 h of incubation in the reference experiment. On the other hand, the
results of the Ames test presented values that were significantly smaller (B ≤ 0.01) than the
mean number of spontaneous revertants, labelled as C “cytotoxic effect”. In line with these
results showing a lack of activity at the 10 µM concentration in the reference test, the deriva-
tives of these compounds were evaluated in a previous work [78] as antibacterial agents
against different bacterial strains of Salmonella Typhimurium, Staphylococcus aureus and
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Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and it was found that the MIC values in Salmonella Typhimurium
reached 50–100 µM depending on the strain and of the compound.
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Figure 10. Reference experiment results for organic selenocompounds in two concentrations: 1 µM
(marked with light grey) and 10 µM (marked with dark grey); NB2—nutrient broth no. 2 with-
out bacteria (background control). NB2 + TA100—control with Salmonella Typhimurium TA100
strain alone; NB2 + TA100 + DMSO—solvent control; MetSeAc—methylseleninic acid (anticancer
selenocompound); DOXO—doxorubicin (standard cytostatic compound).

However, there was a significant difference in both experimental procedures related
to incubation time, which was 72 h in the Ames test. This incubation time allowed for
the more accurate determination of the long-term effects of the tested compound on the
bacterial culture than in the reference test, which used 20 h of incubation. Therefore, the
observed differences between the two tests were most likely related to the incubation time.
In addition, it has been confirmed that selenocompounds such as sodium selenite [79] and
selenomethionine [80], in non-toxic concentrations, may have stimulating effects on cell
growth in the initial phase [79,80].

4. Conclusions

The pharmaceutical profiles and safety of 15 selenocompounds with noteworthy bio-
logical activity reported in previous works [18–22] were evaluated in this work. These Se
compounds comprised 14 selenoester and a cyclic selenoanhydride, the phthalic selenoan-
hydride EDA-A6.

The 12 selenocompounds were experimentally found to have low solubility values
(according to the Biopharmaceutical Classification System) in the range from 0.001 to 1 g/L.
The experimental chemical stability of 11 of these 15 Se compounds was assessed in two
different environments and we found that all the tested compounds were unstable in
alkaline conditions, and some of them were also unstable in acidic conditions. Similarly,
the compound evaluated in experimental metabolic assays (EDA-71) was unstable in the
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TRIS buffer used in human liver microsomes (HLMs), as peaks related to hydrolysis and
the dimerization products were found in both the HLM and control experiments with this
buffer. Concerning their permeability, five Se compounds were tested with PAMPA assay
and capillary electrophoresis, and they showed high permeability values. Remarkably, three
of them were more permeable than the reference drug, caffeine. Finally, the mutagenicity
of the 15 selenocompounds was evaluated with an Ames microplate test, and we found
that, with the exception of EDA-26 at the 10 µM concentration, they were non-mutagenic.

These compounds have been used as prodrugs with the aim to deliver selenium
to target cells, where they can release selenium anions or reactive selenium species that
are ultimately responsible for the observed biological activities, according to previous
works. Therefore, their lack of stability in chemical and metabolic assays may not be a
weakness, because it may support the hypothesis of their design: their instability may
enable the desired release and confirm the potential use of these derivatives as prodrugs.
This hypothesis is supported by the high observed permeability of the compounds, which
may make them suitable as vehicles for the delivery of selenium into cells.

Interestingly, when the experimental in vitro results of the solubility and metabolic
stability of the compounds were compared with in silico predictions obtained using special-
ized software (Chemicalize, SwissADME, and OSIRIS for the solubility; MetaSite for the
metabolism), very significant differences were observed. The reason for these divergences
may be that the tested compounds contain selenium atoms, and it is possible that this
element, scarcely found in most organic compounds, is not correctly parametrized in these
in silico software programs.

In conclusion, we conducted the preliminary determination of the pharmaceutical
profiles and safety of a promising series of selenium derivatives. The results showed that
the evaluated compounds have high permeability, are non-mutagenic, and may easily
undergo reactions of hydrolysis inside cells. This supports the idea that they may behave
as prodrugs that release the species ultimately responsible for the observed biological
activities. However, more research, including the evaluation of more compounds and the
use of more assays, is needed to determine aspects of importance, such as the nature and
the activity of the produced metabolites. In any case, according to our knowledge, this is
the first experimental ADME study of this type of selenocompounds, and these results are
of interest for future, more in-depth studies; so far, only two ADME studies in silico have
been performed [81,82].
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